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It’s been another fruitful and exciting year here at Number
10; on behalf of the board I’m pleased to present this annual
report covering the period of 1 April 2018 through 31 March
2019.

As we consider the year that has ended, we celebrate the
progress that young people have made towards their goals
and the skills and knowledge they have gained along the
way. This year we have undertaken a number of new
initiatives; designing and implementing additional group
programmes, further strengthening our supports for
volunteers, and reviewing our capacity to conduct
fundraising activities and support young people with mental
health concerns.
Number 10 is one of eleven Youth One Stop Shops in
Aotearoa, and we enthusiastically pursue the one stop shop
model of wrap-around, holistic services that build upon
young people’s strengths and abilities. We are so thankful to
be part of a large community of young people, staff,
volunteers, supporters, and other stakeholders. Only through
connectedness and partnership can we achieve our vision of
healthy resilient young people.
We look forward to the 2019-20 year, and welcome you
along for the ride.

Medical Appointments
3,629 attended

1,075 Youth attending

Medical Appointments

Mentoring or Advocacy
1,037 Appointments
attended

139 Youth attending Mentoring or
Advocacy appointments

8 Youth Groups
64 Youth Group
Participants

86 Rangatahi Sports
Day Competitors

Young people have access to a range of youth-friendly services provided by
Number 10. Youth book medical appointments with our nurses and doctors.
The Social Services Team provides case management, one-on-one mentoring,
group programming, advocacy and events. Services are provided in a
strengths-based manner with the goal of building young people’s skills and
resilience so that they can learn, grow and thrive.

WHY

do young people
come to Number 10 ?

?

•

Many young people have limited access to health services due to financial
constraints or an inability to register with a medical practice.

•

Without Number 10’s free services, youth may resort to the hospital
Emergency Department to address their health needs.

•

Delays in seeking treatment sometimes results in health issues moving
from acute to chronic.

4,472
SEXUAL HEALTH

Young people presented a
wide range of clinical issues
during the period 01 April 2018
through to 31 March 2019.
1,118 young people were seen by
PHYSICAL HEALTH
Number 10’s clinical team during
this period. Each young person
presents with one or more issues
GRAHAMappointment.
FLETCHER
within a 20 minute

1,274

BOARD CHAIR

1,228
MENTAL HEALTH

162
ALCOHOL / DRUG

1,554
OTHER

64
SAFETY

WHY

do young people
come to Number 10 ?

?

282
RELATIONSHIPS

Young people presented with
a range of Social Services issues
PHYSICAL HEALTH
during the period 01 April 2018
through to March 31 2019.
Approximately 200 young people
were seen by Number 10’s Social
Services team during this period.
Each young person presents
with one or more issues
within a 1 hour appointment

73

112

332
OTHER

MENTAL HEALTH

49

78

IDENTITY

SAFETY
•

Young people approach Number 10’s Social Services team for a variety of
reasons, including relationship issues, identity, mental and physical health
concerns.

•

Some youth identify a problem or issue to explore and approach Number
10 seeking help to address it.

•

Others have chosen a skill they want to build or a goal they want to
pursue by participating in Number 10 programming.

A total of 91 young people
provided feedback about their
experience with Number 10 in
2018/19

Who did we reach?

How satisfied were they?
97% of
respondents were
either satisfied or
very satisfied

65%

65% of respondents
indicated they felt more
hopeful and have a
sense of direction for
their future

Who did people get support from?

74% of
respondents
reported their
confidence had
increased

74%

Who provides Financial
support to Number 10?

Southland Youth One Stop Shop
Financials for the Year ended
31 March 2019

How was the money
spent?

Number 10’s
Current
Financial
Position

Over

Over

70

TOTAL
VOLUNTEERS

1600

27

VOLUNTEER
HOURS

VOLUNTEERS INVOLVED
IN RANGATAHI SPORTS
TOURNAMENT

We appreciate the hard work and commitment of all our
volunteers, and this year would like to honour two in particular...

Sajitha

Sajitha has been volunteering for us at Number 10 since
January 2018, in an administrative role. She came to know
about Number 10 through her work as co-ordinator for the
Southland Multi-Cultural Council, and loved the work we do
here. Sajitha feels that she and her family have received a lot
from people and can't return it to them, so she pays it forward
by volunteering. Sajitha is originally from the southernmost part
of India (Kerala) and for the last 4 years has lived in the
southernmost part of New Zealand. She loves the beauty and
nature in New Zealand, and the calm and quiet of Southland.
We really appreciate her hard work, her dedication, and her
willingness to go the extra mile.

Tee
Tee started as a Number 10 volunteer last year, working with the
E14E (Everyone for Equality) group. He was asked to help
facilitate the group by Christina, one of the Youth Coaches. He
enjoys being with the young people and watching their
confidence grow as they become more comfortable in the group.
He is passionate about passing on his knowledge and experiences
to young people, and helping to equip them to cope with life’s
challenges. He has loved volunteering for Number 10, and values
the warm welcome and ‘family home’ atmosphere. Tee has
invested so much in the rainbow youth of Southland, and we
want to give him a HUGE ‘thank you’ from Number 10.

Young
Humanitarians
11 Young
People
Hine Maia
8 Young People

Radio Group
4 Young
People

#Y4Y
3 Young
People

GROUPS
&
EVENTS
Girls’ Group
6 Young
People

Boys’ Group
8 Young
People

Manukura
2 Young
People

E14E
22 Young
People

